Abstract: Purpose: The aim of this research was to compare different methods of geometric alignment produced by two programs developed to be utilized for digital subtraction radiography (DSR). Material and Methods: Material consists of 50 pairs of intra-oral radiographs taken in 50 patients during normal oral clinical treatment. Two programs invented by the authors of this article: ToothVis 1.4 (TV) and DentalStudio 2.0 (DS) software were used in this study. Images obtained by two methods of DSR (cut and divide) and geometrically aligned with four methods were compared with the use of the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). Results: Analyzing the PSNR, it was observed that for cut subtraction its values ranged from 37.93 dB to 39.99 dB. For divide subtraction the PSNR values varied between 39.00 dB (03_pt_DS vs 10_pt_TV) and 47.73 dB (03_pt_TV vs 10_pt_TV). The PSNR achieved higher values for divide than for cut subtraction. Comparing cut and divide subtraction, the PSNR was the lowest for 3-point geometric alignment. Conclusion: Geometric alignment with the ToothVis software combined with divide subtraction gives the best quality of a subtracted image.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since Ziedses des Plantes introduced subtraction methods in 1930s, this so-called first generation of subtraction systems employed photographic techniques for the subtraction of a priori registered radiographic films that were aligned manually, and new generations of subtraction systems have been invented subsequently [1] . Although the digital subtraction radiography (DSR) is not the latest advancement in dental imaging, and the interest in DSR has diminished over the last couple of years, it is still a good and cheap imaging method in contrary to Cone Beam CT technology. It offers some distinct advantages over film, but also presents different challenges to overcome. With the use of DSR, a meaningful comparison between two images of the same object can be made on condition that they have the same projection geometry and the same contrast [2, 3] . A number of devices have been invented for serial recording of intraoral radiographs, very often consisting of complex mechanical methods based on bite impressions and fixation between the patient, the film holder, and an X-ray tube [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, discrepancies between the subtracted images still occur. They are related to different projection geometry, mismatches in X-ray tube settings, density differences due to film development, digitization procedures, and precision of superimposition of unchanged anatomical features in the scanned images [2, 3] . New programs are being invented to provide sufficient geometric uniformity of subsequent radiographs, and to eliminate discrepancies in grey levels between the images [1, 10] . Still, new approaches are needed to provide better geometric alignment as well as brightness and contrast adjustment between the subtracted images. The aim of this research was to compare different methods of geometric alignment produced by two programs developed to be utilized for DSR.
II. METHODS
Material consists of 50 pairs of intra-oral radiographs taken of 50 patients during normal clinical treatment (Fig. 1) . The Digora Optime system of digital intra-oral radiography (Soredex, Tuusula, Finland) was applied in this study. Radiographs were taken in a standardized way [11] . The same radiological apparatus was used for all radiographs: the Focus X-ray intraoral unit (Instrumentarium Dental, Tuusula, Finland). Technical parameters of exposition were the same in all included radiographs: 7 mA, 70 kV, and 0.06 s. The time interval between radiographs performance was three months. Our research is based on two programs invented by the authors of this article: ToothVis 1.4 (TV) and DentalStudio 2.0 (DS) software. Our algorithms applied in both programs perform automated contrast correction and manual geometric alignment. Both programs use at least 3 manually positioned reference points for any manipulation of radiographic images, and for TV the number of maximal points is unlimited.
Dental Studio geometric-alignment algorithm
This registration procedure is based on finding such 2-dimensional affine transformations, considered globally, that directly transform the control points in the fixed image (baselineradiograph) to the control points in the moving image (radiograph taken 3 months later) [12] . This algorithm provides exact affine transformation of the control points, i.e. after transformation the control points on the moving image have exactly the same positions as on the fixed image.
Toothvis geometric-alignment algorithm
The idea of this registration method aims at finding such 2-dimensional transformations, considered globally, that minimize the Euclidean distance between corresponding control points between the fixed and the moving image [12] . To minimize the selected similarity function, the Powell optimization algorithm was applied [13] .
Powell's method of optimization is an iterative algorithm which optimizes the n-dimensional vector of parameters for a one-valued minimization function. In other words, in subsequent iterations, this method searches for such elements of the vector to which a given minimization function has a minimum value. In our case, the Euclidean distance between corresponding control points between the fixed and the moving image is taken as the minimization function, and the elements of the vector being optimized are parameters of a 2-dimensional affine transformation. This transformation consists of translations and both rotations and scalings applied relatively to the center of a transformed image.
This algorithm provides approximate transformation of the control points, i.e. after transformation the control points on the moving image do not usually have the same positions as on the fixed image.
Fifty pairs of digital intraoral radiographs were geometrically corrected in these two programs. There was one person who acquired the images, and one operator who manually positioned the reference points. Post-process geometric standardization in both programs is based on locating landmarks as reference points. In each of the 50 pairs of images, three reference points were manually positioned for both programs and, additionally, two further methods of geometric alignment of four and ten points were applied for TV. For three-point alignment the same anatomical structures were chosen for both programs. Four-point and ten-point alignment enclosed the same landmark as in three-point alignment.
In all radiographs the same metal pattern was embedded, i.e. the metal plate with areas of various thickness. This enables a comparison of the grey levels among all radiographs neutralizing the influence of exposure differences. The procedure is as follows:
On each pair of fixed and moving images the areas of highest and lowest metal thickness (the lowest and highest grey level on those areas, respectively) were marked. The grey scales on both images were assumed to be linear. The computed linear function from the fixed image was further applied to the moving image, thus enabling to match the grey levels in those radiographs.
After the grey scale adjustment was performed in DS, as the specialized software for digital radiological subtraction, two methods of digital subtraction were performed: "cut" and "divide" in four series of separately aligned pairs of radiographs (Fig. 2) . "Cut" subtraction means erasing marginal data (included in 256 grey levels) from 9-bit meta-image constructed by the DS during application of a subtraction algorithm. In those marginal areas of histogram there were no real data. "Divide" subtraction means erasing every second level (the number of all grey levels were divided by two) from 9-bit meta-image constructed by the DS during application of the subtraction algorithm. Eventually, thanks to this procedure the operator received a standard 8-bit subtraction image. Then, the ROI (region of interest, area of 100 × 100 pixels located among landmarks) was drawn in all 400 subtraction images (100 corrected geometry with DS, 300 corrected geometry with TV). Regions of interest were selected in images of non-treated and non-pathological areas in the radiographs. They were located in areas of the best geometrical adjustment. The arithmetical mean from the brightness value of each pixel of ROI was performed. Subsequently, to compare images obtained by two methods of digital subtraction radiography ("cut" vs. "divide") and geometrically aligned with four methods, the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) calculation, a well-known criterion that is commonly used to assess the quality of reconstructed images, was performed:
where d is the colour depth, i k and j k are the pixel intensities at position k of the test and the modified images, respectively, and n is the total number of pixels in the image [13] .
Statistical analysis
Mean and medians were compared in Statgraphics Plus for Windows ver. 5.1. For normal distribution a t-test, and for other distributions the W-test, were done. Significance was indicated for p < 0.05.
III. RESULTS
Comparing the mean scale of grey of ROI, it was observed that the "cut" subtraction presented a larger variability level than the "divide" subtraction. The smallest variability was noticed after 10-point alignment and subtracted with the "divide" method, while the largest -after 3-point alignment. It was larger for images normalized with DS than with TV (after 3-point alignment). The median grey level for the "cut" subtraction presented a lower grey level value than for the "divide" subtraction considering 3-point alignment in both programs DS and TV. Taking into consideration other methods of geometric alignment, the opposite tendency for "cut" and "divide" subtractions was observed (Fig. 3) . There are significant differences (p < 0.05) in mean optical density among subtraction methods and geometric alignment schedule type procedure and among geometric alignment methods within one subtraction method (Table 1) . CUT -cut subtraction method; DIV -divide subtraction method; 03_pt -three-point geometric alignment method; 04_pt -four-point geometric alignment method; 10_pt -ten-point geometric alignment method; DSDentalStudio alignment software; TV -ToothVis alignment software
Analyzing the PSNR, it was observed that for the "cut" subtraction its values ranged from 37.94 dB to 39.99 dB. The lowest value was noticed when 3-point geometric alignment done with TV was compared with 4-point geometric alignment done with TV. Images normalized with these methods differed mostly. For he "divide" subtraction the PSNR values varied between 39.00 dB (03_pt_DS vs 10_pt_TV) and 47.74 dB (03_pt_TV vs 10_pt_TV). The PSNR achieved higher values for the "divide" than for the "cut" subtraction. When comparing images normalized with different subtraction methods ("cut" vs. "divide"), the PSNR value was the lowest for 3-point geometric alignment. The best similarity of the images was achieved when 10-point geometric alignment was performed (the highest PSNR value -"cut" vs. "divide") ( Legend: 03_pt -three-point geometric alignment method; 04_pt -fourpoint geometric alignment method; 10_pt -ten-point geometric alignment method; DS -DentalStudio alignment software; TV -ToothVis alignment software;
IV. DISCUSSION
Each method of geometric alignment and both methods of subtraction performance resulted in the statistically different mean level of grey. Thus there was a need to use another measure for image comparison. The PSNR relates to the mathematical similarity of two images. Although it is clear that the PSNR value of an image is not strictly connected with image appearance, it is reasonable to expect that the trends in PSNR will be matched with trends in Fig. 3 . Observed values as shade of grey in ROI. On the left side there are density traces and on the right side -a plot of completed data Legend: CUT -cut subtraction method; DIV -divide subtraction method; 03_pt -three-point geometric alignment method; 04_pt -four-point geometric alignment method; 10_pt -ten-point geometric alignment method; DS -DentalStudio alignment software; TV -ToothVis alignment software image performance, as PSNR is a primary determiner of perceptibility in an image. Some distortions that occur in case of ROI alignment (in contrary to the whole image alignment) can be distributed throughout the image in different fashions. Values for PSNR range from infinity for identical images to 0 for images that have no commonality [16] . As expected, PSNR increases along with the similarity of the modified image to the reference image. For a grey scale image with d bits per pixel, the typical PSNR values shall range between 20 and 40 [10] . Three-point geometric alignment in TV is a less efficient method than 3-point alignment in DS [ Table 2 : 03_pt_TV vs 04_pt_TV = 37.94; 03_pt_DS vs 04_pt_TV=39.99], especially as we assume that generally the 3-point alignment is less efficient than the 4 or 10-point ones [11] . Unlike the "divide" subtraction, 3-point alignment in DS [03_pt_DS vs 10_pt_TV=39.00] is worse than 3-point alignment in TV [03_pt_TV vs 10_pt_TV=47.74]. Legend: 03_pt -three-point geometric alignment method; 04_pt -fourpoint geometric alignment method; 10_pt -ten-point geometric alignment method; DS -DentalStudio alignment software; TV -ToothVis alignment software
The general trend towards higher PSNR values in the "divide" images indicates a lower noise ratio in comparison to the "cut" images. The differences between the PSNR values in the "cut" subtraction were comparatively small. The "cut" subtraction produces more rough images than the "divide" subtraction because of enhances in grey level variability by augmentation of central grey levels from 9-bit meta-image during the process of construction of the final 8-bit subtraction image. The difference (lower value of PSNR) between methods of subtraction performance are gradually eliminated (higher value of PSNR) when a higher number of points is used in geometric alignments (Fig. 4) . This relation is dependent on the method of geometric alignment. A more detailed method of elimination of the geometric deformation triggers a lower noise ratio in the subtracted images (higher PSNR values). The highest PSNR values were observed in divide subtraction for images geometrically aligned with TV. Therefore, this method of geometric standardization and contrast correction is less noisy than others compared in this study.
In conclusion, geometric alignment with the ToothVis software combined with the "divide" subtraction gives the best quality of the subtracted image.
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